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Participation in the Arts (SPPA) for 1992' was the third such survey ovei the past deeide.
As in tl e two earlier surveys, jazz was listed as one of seven "benchmark" arts activities.
Detailed information was gathered on the size and demographic characteristics of the jazz
audience: ihose adult Americans who attend jazz events, participate in jazz through the media,
perform jazz, or simply say they like the idiom. The purpose of the current monograph is to
examine these data and to provide a context for interpreting them. Many items are compared
w;th the findings in the 1982 SPPA2. This introductory section of the monograph summarizes
some of the salient findings.

'the intbrmation provided by the SPPA. it must be emphasized, does not distinguish

between potentially conflicting definitions of jazz--between. for example, the more

conventional definition of the "jazz tradition" favored by educators, critics, and the arts
establishment, and the recent pop-oriented styles often reterred to as ''contemporary jazz."
(Traditional jazz is nothin if not contemporary, with artists creating new music and charting,

new territory every year.) The SPPA figures should be understood as reliable data for the
aggregate audience for jazz in all of its currem manifestations. The respondents defined jazz
as they saw tit.

Potential Jazz Audience

The potential audience for jazz has urown significantly. About one-third of American adults
reported that they "liked jazz." an,i about five percent (up from three Nrcent in 1982) of
American adults reported that they liked jazz "best of all." In 1992. 25% of adult Americans
expressed a desire to attend jzi72 performances more ()lien than they do now. as compared with

18% in 1982.

The data collected h.. the t ,.5. liureau ot the Census in this surve ere anai zed by Jack kuicett
As,ociate,,, Inc. and John p R,thmson ot the I :niversil ii Mar, Lind. The results in the ;inalsis were published

H. the Endowment as Arts Particiratim in America. loS-l9u2. Res,mrch Report Hie report is referred to

SPPA9.2 in this monoeraph.

Data on the kw/ and:en:L. dcmt.'d ItnIn tilL oN.` SITA V, vie MIAs /i.%1 115 i Lirohl Horowtt,. Du,:etot

Research of thc National Endowment for the Atts. I he results ot this analsis were published in l986 as .Fhe
American JalkAudience_ l'ashim.tton. National .1.147, Sell. lee ()remit/Anon. 1086: available through the Education

Research Information stetii 2807':Th. and ',11111111M 1/cki .1-, the openim2 chapte: ot Ne
PeEipeetRes in la/1. ed David N Raker \Vashineton iiiithsonian Institution Ples, Ponn, pp I-S.
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counterpart. Jazz programming has expanded on commercial and public radio, and there are

a few all-jazz stations. A jazz cable channel may be established in 1994.

Size of the jazz audience

In 1992. approximately 10% of adult Americans 19.7 million) attended a jazz

performance during the previous year. while 20% listene.; to a jazz recording. These figures

are approximately the same as those reported for 19S2 But 22% watched jazz on television

in some form (broadcast or videotape), up from 18% i 198 '.: and 28% listened to jazz radio.

a dramvtic increase over 18% a decade earlier. The growth in jazz radio is attributable in part

to the spread of new pop-jazz formats New Adult Contemporary) in commercial radio

and to the increased popularity of more traditional forms of jazz on public broadcasting.

Cross tabulations of the 1992 SPPA data show that most of those who attend jazz performances

also participate in jazz through the media at a rate three titres that of the population as a

whole. 01 those who attend jazz performances. 76% listen to jazz on the radio, 67% listen to

jazz on recordings. and 61% watch jazz in some form of television. About a third of those who

listen to jazz recordings also attend concerts.

The 1992 survey provides. for the first time, data on the frequency of attendance. Those

who attended a jazz performance during the previous .ear did so an average of 2.9 times--

higher than comparable rates for any of the other benchmark perforniine arts. But a larue

majority of those attending jazz events did so less frequently than this average: 44% attended

only once, while an additional 26% attended only twice. Thus, a small percentage of the jazz

audience forms a disproportionally large share of the total number of attendees. Fven so. the

total number of attendances at jazz events was nearly as larue as that for classical music.

Denwgraphic characteristics qf the jazz audience

The overall jnolile reveals an audience Hse that is affluent. well-educated. youthful.

and ethnically diverse. l'he frequency-of-attendance data show that the audience that

frequently participates in jaiz is strikingly male. well-educated. well-off, and black. in

comparison with the eeneral adult population. l'hese tindins are consistent w ith readership

surveys II\ iazz maga/jnes.

%L.! Oran It',7,r1
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n Parlicip*iiin in-** is rattly 03.001. 4 *itit 0406ation aii4 iiteOtte. Nitiiitty.iiilf of
th(Ise attending jazz_perfarmances. far example. are calleggigrathinteR: aver threeltlartPrs tue
liad-some college education. Tlibse earning abbve $50;000 a year are more thäII twice as likeTy
to attend perfarmancits..disii:those. earnuig.lesiiiiitt S25.000 In this respect. thi iiidionce..

til U9 lerintrffilPinklarlialterlkeletherbeMilanit INUrankritkinVilbri
. , . .

of participation ore.to be fotmd among the most affittetn arid highly edueated.

The jazz audience is predominantly' youthful, especially when compared to the other
benchmark arts activities. Over two-thirds of those attending jazz performances are under the
aee of 45. with a peak in the age group 25-34. But comparison with the 1982 figures shows
a distinct areying trend, with decreases in nearly all forms of participation or music preference
by the 18-24 age aroup compensated by increases in aroups over 34. The 1992 SPPA data
show a striking increase in the participation in jazz through the media by respondents 75 and
older. A possible explanation is that in 1992 this group had been exposed to jazz during the
years when musical tastes are likely to he formed.

The demmtraphic profile of the audience with respect to uender and race reveals other
qualities unique to jazz. Participation rates are consistently higher for men than for women:
althoueh men comprise only 48% of the adult population. the audience for most forms of
participation in jazz is 52-54% male. Similarly, participation rates for African7Americans are
consistently higher than for white Ainericans: although blacks comprise 11% of the adult
population. between 16-20% of the audience for various forms of participation is black. By
contrast, in all other benchmark arts activities participation rates are higher for women than for
men and for whites than for blacks. .1a72 is unique among the benchmark activities in being
derived from African-American traditions.

The statistics on frequency of attendance and on those who prefer jazz to all other music
Llenres provide a way of focusing on the characteristics of the most loyal and intense sector of
the jazz audience. Within this small but influential group. the disparities with regard to race
and gender. noted above for the jazz audience as a whole, become sharper. with males and
African Americans showin strikingly high rates of involvement. Nearly a quarter of those
who attend as many as nine jazz performances per year. are black, and three-fifths are male.
Approximately a third of those who report liking jazz "best of all" are black, and two-thirds
are male. These disparities are corroborated by demographic surveys conducted by major .jazz
specialty magazines, who find men and African Americans to be disproportionately represented
among their readership.

Other findings

In lo02. approximatel I f adult Americans reported "performing or
rehearsing" jazz over the previous year. I.;!ss than half of this number
performed jazz in publicroughly the same percentage reported in the 1982
SPPA. Performers are predominandy male. winte I although Hacks and Asians

1...1 1 >rail
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are somewhat MOre likely to perform jazz than Nv *tes), and youthful (71% under

_the_ e Of _451,......Mmety-three percent of the jazz performed have hid aome

fb.rmat musical education.-

retains
black eommunhy: More than- half (54%) of the We AftiPan'Aftt
population reports liking jazz, as compared with only a third (32%) of whites.
Roughly 16% of African Americans like jazz "best of all"--second only to
religious music--as compared to 4% of whites..

The audience for jazz and classical music overlap to a considerable extent:
roughly a third of those who attend performances of one genre also attend
performances of the other.

Those who attend jazz performances are more likely than the population as a

whole to participate in a wide ranue of leisure activities, such as movies.
exercise. sports. or charity work.

.1
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The figures in the SPPA report the participation of adult Americans in jazz through several
different media: attendance at live events, listening to radio and recordings, watching on TV
(via lwoadcasts or video tape), and performing. The sheer numbers of those who participated
in jazz in some form or other is both impressive and encouraging. But such aggregate figures
must be treated with ,a degree of caution, because they mask important distinctions within the
.jazz audience that anyone attempting to interpret these data should bear in mind.

The first is a consideration shared by other arts surveyed: the distinction between the casual
consumer and the dedicated supporter of the arts.

The aggregate jazz audience represents the broadest possible interpretation of "arts
participation"includine casual. passive, or even unintentional listening to jazz through any
medium. Out of the broadest possible audience of approximately 185 million adult Americans,
about a third (34%). or roughly 63 million, say they "like jazz." Of these, no more than one
in seven (5%. or 9.5 million) reports liking jazz "best of all." And of those who preferred jazz
to all other music genres, less than half (44%) actually attended a jazz event over the past year.
In other words, the more purposeful supporters of an art formthe regular concert-goers,
record buyers. and radio listeners that one ordinarily associates with the concept of
"audience"undoubtedly constitute a fraction of the total reported jazz audience. and probably

a small &action at that.

Consider. for example. the statistics on frequency of attendance. The augregate figure for the
average number of attendances per attender for jazz is encouraging. It is. in fact, higher t'or
jazz than for any other performine art sampled in the SPPA: 2.9 (as opposed to 2.6 for
classical music. 2.4 for theater. 2.3 for musicals. 1.7 for opera and ballet). This brings the
"total number of attendances" for jazz 'ery close to the total attendances at classical music
performances (57.1 million for jazz, 60.3 million for classical music). And yet, for all art
forms surveyed. the overwhelming majority of auendances were casual----only once or twice

per year. Bccause the numbers attending decline sharply with frequency, average attendance

rates can he misleading. Figure 1 shows the number of times participants attended for all
benchmark arts activities.

Hie distinction between the casual and dedicated participant is significant insofar as the
denmgraphic profile changes. ( ieneralizations that one might make on the basis of aggregate
tieures may not accurately reflect the characteristics of those who do the most to support an

;Ill or111. )ata on frequency of attendance. and the portion ot the SPPA in which respondent!:

\LI Oralt Rcporr

. '
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Tx,IT !Figure 1:: 1992 Frequencies of Attendance
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are invited to say which genre of music they like "best ot' all" provide a limited means of
assessing the nature and extent of the dedicated jatz audience.

A second broad consideration has to do with the divergent and potentially conflicting
definitions that lurk within the broad label "jazz" This consideration unfortunately has no easy
soititiOn.

As with the previous SPPA's. the 1992 SPPA avoids entangling itself in the potentially murky
question of what "jazz" might mean. Rather than guiding participants toward a particular
interpretation. the SPPA relies entirely on the technique "respondent identification," allowing
each individual to apply his or her own definition of jazz to the question. Respondents are
simply asked whether they have attended a jazz event, listened to jazz on the radio, watched
ja72 on television or v;deo, and so forth. Not until the end of the survey, in the section on
music preferences. is any clue given that jazz is a genre distinct from, say, "blues/rhythm and
blues." "soul." "big band." or "rock."

l'his all-inclusive definition is useful as a gross indicator of the relationship of American
audiences with jazz. And yet as the marketplace shows, consumer taste may be much more
finely differentiated. Audiences may identify less with jazz as a whole than with one or more
of its subaroupings. The sheer number and variety of genres can be bewildering. "In jazz.
k.walifiers rule." reported Billboard on the state of jazz in 1992: "traditional. mainstream.
electric. contempora7y. straight-aheau. fusion. avant-garde"...

low to sort through this morass of conflicting definitions? Rather than examine the musical
characteristics that might separate these categories. I propose to draw upon a useful distinction
made recently by Richard Crawford that focuses instead on attitudes toward music by both
musicians and their audiences. According to Crawford. these fall into two broad categories.
The first. "accessibility." is "a statement of priorities. Accessibiiity seeks out the center of the
marketplace And it invests ultimate authority in the present-day audience. Performers driven
bv accessibility seek most of all to find and please audiences" [87]. "Authenticity." by
contrast. invests its authority in traditions of creativity. NIusicians who are guided by the
"ideal of authenticity" tel that music at the time of its creation is guided by a "certain original
spirit." and that the roie ot' the present-day performer or creator is to remain faithful to that
spirit---in short. to uphold the tradition'.

lett I c.eip.on, \Vho's Iiillboard lod LI lid:, Ioo2), 1,2.

kILird 't.w. lord. Fhe American Musical I andscare tlierkelev I 'n.o.ciso\ of California Press. 19911, 8o-85.

I alphas'. in oligihat. (..tawford's argument h., desigmed to lie'Alibc thc .hmp distimdion hetween conirosnlon
And pertOmance pie\ ;i1c111 in the knopean art nmsk tradition and its deris,nu \es in Amerka. In jail., Ot'

! 1,L11.ormor ;iydinies much it the responsibiht noymall agne(i to the composer.

%1....1 I),
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One normally assuirtf:s that these conflicting principles will result in sharply divergent music,
with aCcesSibility being the reigning paradigm of popular culture, and authenticity the hallmark
of art traditions. But they do not necessarily diverge. In jazz, they have coexisted, sometimes
uneasily, for more than half century. The Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s is the high.
water mark of jazz as an "accessible" species of popular music, an authentic form intimately
etittrietttd With tontempotary fashions in denim popuiar song4 and theintangitio symbols of
youth subculture. But one need only look to the "funky" hard bop of the 1950s, the bossa

nova craze of the early 1960s, jazz/rock and jrnifunk fusion in the 1970s, and the nascent
j177/h1p-hop movement of the 1990s to see how persistent is the impulse to shadow the tastes
and enthusiasms of the mass public.

Meanwhile the ideal of authenticity has a long history as well. As early as the 1930s,
aficionados were distinguishing the "real" forms of jazz from their impure. commercial
derivations, and arguing loudly for the recognition and support due a fine art. Over time, the
effort to define jazz as an "authentic" artistic tradition has gathered nearly irresistible

momentum. Jazz is now a staple of university music departments and granting agencies such
as the NEA. It is increasingly at home in the concert hall and on public television and radio.

It is music that one approaches through experts and critics, to gain "cultural capital." It is

widely, if not universally, recognized as part of the cultural establishment: in Billy Taylor's
oft-quoted phrase. "America's classical music."

All of this is not merely a passive appreciation of jazz's virtues. It presumes an impiicit
responsibility on the part of the establishment to preserve the tradition it has inherited and to
ensure its continuing survival in an indifferent or even hostile cultural environment. The listing

of jazz as one of seven benchmark arts activities on the SPPA is both confirmation of its newly
official status and a sign of concern by the arts community about its future. Why gather
detailed information about the audience for jazz it' not from a desire to increase it?

I make these obvious points to contrast the characterisfic concerns of "authentic" jazz advocates

with the market-driven concerns of "accessible" jazz. The paradigm of authenticity
presupposes a rich tradition for which one wishes to build a wider audience. The hope is to

modify the consumer, through education and exposure. to accept and support a relatively stable

body of artistic practices. The countervailing paradigm of accessibility, on the other hand,

presupposes an audience for which one hopes to supply a product. The aim is to satisfy
shifting consumer taste by creating new genres. or by modifying existing ones. through shrewd

guessing and market research. The two aims can certainly overlap. For instance, during his

heyday. Duke Ellington was situu,taneously a popular celebrity and .1 touchstone of

.tuthenticity. Hie two aims can also he at cross-purposes.

In earl% I qti7. BillInnad changed the way it tracked the sales of ja/z albums. Previously. there
lEid been a ;iii0e ch:Irt for Jai/. Now there would be two charts: one still called Jail. devoted

I. 4 /ball Rcport
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to recordings "in the traditional genre": and a new chart. Contemporary Jazz. covering "jazz
fusion, new age. and other new developments in jazz music":

"Traditional jazz" used to refer to revival§ of New Orleans jazz style popular sifiCe the 140s.
It now encompasses everything from New Orleans jazz to post-bop and the avant gardethe
entire-iPeetrtut covered by tbe tom stlie jarz .traditioni"..! Eve* 10 be reoeteef ewe tgeereste
say nothing of understanding the complex and manifold ways in which they interrelate.
stylistically and historicallypresupposes a considerable degree of education and

sophistication. Its counterpoise, "contemporary jazz," carries no such intellectual baggage. It

is a genre of pop music. distinguished from the rock mainstream by the absence of vocals and
prominent use of traditional jazz instruments like the saxophone and continually adjusted to
suit the perceived tastes of its targeted audience.

.l'he opposition implied by these terms is to some extent illusory. "Traditional" jazz is nothing .

if not contemporary, with artists creating new music and charting new territory every year.
And the fluid interaction with popular culture represented by "contemporary" jazz has. as I

have indicated, a long history, now thoroughly absorbed into the official jazz tradition.

Semantic confusion aside, the distinction is real and not to be lightly dismissed. Traditional
.jazz requires a commitment from its listeners. Its potential audience must be carefully nurtured
through educational outreach efThrts such as college courses. CD reissues with painstakingly
researched liner notes. PBS documentaries, or trade hooks aimed at the aficionado.
Contemporary jazz welcomes the casual listeneranyone inclined to consider as "jazz" pop
music that is obviously not rock. The potential ludience for contemporary jazz is changeable
hut vast. and the boundary lines separating it from mainstream pop are fluid. Saxophonist

Kenny considered by many the embodiment of Contemporary Jazz. but deliberately
marketed as pop. has alone sold a reported seventeen million records since the late l9S0s.
"People who don't know anything about jazz know Kenny 6." says one critic. "I le's i/wir

None of this is directly ascertainable from the SPPA. l'he figures reported in this monograph
are simply the aggregate of responses to the term "jazz" by the American public. Those who
consider the likes of Kenny Ci to he unauthentic will have to make their own rough calculations
or educated guesses to determine what percentage of the reported audience is listening to
"authentic" jazz. Vet this larger, undifferentiated figure represents an upper hound for that
egment of the audience that is willing to identify itself with the umbrella term "jazz." and

therefore presumably. more susceptible to educational efforts designed to bring them into the
.jazz tradition.

Charts Wbut.. Billboard 99 2.S Februal!, o.

Ilank ti. "I L'ttei J.,y/i/ I I I (Januar% 12 I in orii.,inai
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Attendance

The overall rate for those reporting attendance at a jazz event over the past year has remained
essentially stable over the past ten years, The surveys show a slight increase (from 9.6% in

194;2.an4 9.5 °A iri1985 to 10:6% in 1.992), but &IC rthat Otovos to be statistically insignificant,
It is more realistic to say that the rate has remained stable at about 10 per cent. Of course, this

is a rate, not an absolute number. The size of the estimated audience has grown along with
the growth in population, from 15.7 million in 1982 to 19.7 million in 1992.

This rate of attendance places jazz somewhere in the middle of the benchmark arts activities.
Fewer people attend jazz performances than go to art museums (26.7%), musicals (17.4%).

theater (13.5%), and classical music (12.5%), but more thaa attend opera (3.3%). ballet (4.7%).
and "other dance" (7.1%). The audiences for jazz and classical are not only similar in size, but

also overlap to a considerable extent: 39% of those 1.vho attend jazz events also attend classical

events, while 33% of those attending classical events also attend jazz events.

I las there been any change in the supply of concerts over the past decade--either in quantity

or in the kinds of venues in which jazz performances are offered to the public? Such

information. of course. lies beyond the scope of the SPPA. Anecdotal evidence, although
sketchy and inconclusive. suggests a broad historical shift away from the private toward the
public sector: from the traditional smoky nightclub, operated on a commercial basis, to

auditoriums and performing arts centers funded by colleges and local nonprofit arts

organizations.

One factor. certainly, is the emergence ot new sources of funding for local jazz orLtanizations.

which for years have struggled to provide sponsorship and alternative venues for a music that

cannot always reach its audience through commercial means. The most dramatic effort in this

direction was the creation in 1990 of the Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest National Jazz Network.

a prouram administered by The New England Foundation for the Arts and the National kV,
Service Oreanization that provides financial and technical assistance to 20 local presenting
ori.tanizations and 6 regional arts ortianizations'. The funding provided by the Lila Wallace-

I he regional arts organimtions are Arts Midwest (Minneapolis). Mid-America Arts Alliance I. Kmsas ( ),

',1!d Atlantic Arts Eotmdation (Baltimore). New England Foundation tor the Arts (Cambridge). Southern Ails

I ederatton (..1tlanta). iin.1 Western States Arts Federation (Santa i'e).
l'he presentii g. organilations are: Afro-American Ilistorical and Cultural Museum (Philadelphia). I

\itists collectike Ilarttord rtsCenter (Carrhoro NC), Carer c'ulturai (.enter San Antonio). t'uN,foik

, I ),(\ton), C,,ntemporai Arts Center (New Orleans), District Curators (Washington DC), Earshot la,/ (Seattle).

!kiln i'llearer Vt). Helena Presents (Helena NIF). Jau Institute ot Chk.ago. Jaz/mobile (New k

is.entitoo tor the Arts (Louis% Konccpts Cultural ( iu)Icr I iaHand ). \IauiLhesteI I. lattsinenc,

1.Pittshuigh), Northeast Ohio Jarl Societ (('leveland), Northrop Auditornim Nlinneapolis). Outpost Productions

Ihuockuiel, roll% rheater (Kansas (.0 ). and sum Atts (Houston),

I 1, ,111 1',. '1', ), lrl
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Reader's Digest Fund for this network (supplemented by the NEA and local sources) has
accelerated growth in non-profit. public sector support of jazz. Nearly all of these
nrganizations concentrate their erergies on sponsoring performances bv the wide spectrum of
"traditional" acoustic jazz artistspresumably under the assumption that the more
commercially oriented commercial jazz will thrive in the open market.

But existing data suggest that where people attend jazz concerts has not changed over the past
decade. A direct comparison with earlier figures for this issue is not possible, since the
questions on venues that were part of the 1982 SPPA were not included in 1992. But such
questions were asked in the 12 Local Surveys of Public Participation in the Arts. The weighted
percentages for the twelve sites combined show little change from the 1982 SPPA results.
Table 1 shows the .iazz venues in 1982 and 1992.

Table I. Jazz Venues in 1982 and 1991

Venue 1982 1992 (12-cities)

concert hall/auditorium 19 30

college facility 12

night. club/coffee house .)in.. 26

dinner theater , 10 7

park/open-air facility 20 20

other facilities 7 10

Is there a potential for ,growth in the audience for live jazz performance? One encouraging
sign is the increase in the numbers who expressed an interest in attending more jazz
performances than they currently do. In the 1982 SPPA. 18% expressed such a desire: in 1992.
this rate had risen to a quarter of the adult population. or sonic 46.5 million people. Jazz was
not alone in this regard: comparable increases were reported for virtually all of the other
benchmark activities Isee SPPA92. 471.

1: 1 ,111 k',"
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The percentage of adult Americans reporting that they listened to jazz recordings over the past
year has remained stable,* about. 20 per cent .(20.2% in 1982, 20.6% in 1992). And yet,
iiditstO obóéves Aee i* '064 filithe *Me ht
marketplace than just a decade ago. The latter half of the 1980s satv nearly MI the Major labels
establish a strong presence in the jazz market. By 1990, such corporate giants as PolyGram
(on the Verve label), Capitol (Blue Note), RCA (Novus), Sony (Columbia), MCA (GRP), and
Warner Brothers had "simultaneously undertaken aggressive jazz programs that encompass[ed]
virtually unprecedented artist development and marketing efforts".

.1-he most striking aspect of this activity is that its focus was not the easily-marketed
"accessible" kind of jazz. but its "authentic" counterpart. The bellwether was the emergence
of Wynton Marsalis. Marsalis' youth, virtuosity, and outspoken criticism of commercially
oriented jazyrock fusion ("I just don't like it when people call it jazz when it's not"9) attracted

a great deal of media attention. The success of his early albums for Columbia emboldened
other record companies to promote a whole generation of youthful jazz musicians, dubbed "the
young lions" by the jazz press. Some, like Marsalis, continued to act as spokespersons for a
purist vision of jazz. Othersincluding Bobby McFerrin. I larry Connick, Jr., and Wynton's
brother. Branfordwere widely recognized as "jazz artists" but managed. in various ways, to
reach a much broader audience. Of Connick's success as pianist. singer, and icon of big-band
era nostalgia, Columbia's George Butler has said: "We didn't see him as, say, a jazz artist with
a limited marketplace. We focused very broadly. We didn't go to just certain radio formats
and publications with his story, We treated him like a pop artist and pulled out all the
stops"'

Bv the earl 19(Ms. the young lions were joined by veteran musicians. proving that the new
commercial viability of "authentic" jazz recordings was independent of youthful fashion and
sex appeal. Recent recordings for Verve by Joe Henderson, Shirley Horn. and Abbey Lincoln
have provided those artists with something like mainstream commercial success for perhaps
the first time in their careers. The willingness by major record companies to devote their
resources and attention to jazz artists (and, of course. the persistent championing of various
subgenres of jazz by independent labels) has been at the heart of a resurgence of interest in

Neil I c.0,er. ".\larch ot the Majors." Billboard. 7 Jul\ 1990. .1-7;

James 1.1..,ka. '`,1%nton and Branford Marsalis A (ommon Nii,undeistantimy," l),%kn lieat .41 2

(ljeccmi)et ().1

01, 111 1 I )1 HI( )11 I lam, )111114:1\ J1 N1onk'' Nmatra: It% (.,I;10%1;1% . ),.+%111 Beat (0) I
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jazz that has the potential to stimulate demand in all areas. As one booking agent put it. "The
**don of jitiz as a viabIC and hip art form makes the record companies happy, and then

people believe if's'

.Nor is.the activity in recordings limited to new artistS. The major, labeis have enormous
itoiekOHO 'of retlinga covering the 'entire' 'spectrum or jazz ,history The,,intiusuy-wide
conversion of recorded music 'to the CD format has meant that these recordings 'can be
reissued, in effect, as "new" pi oducts: remastered in digital sound, either in their original
packaging or with new cover art, liner notes. previously unissued alternate takes, extensive
discographical information. Such recycled material keeps the idea of tradition alive in the
marketplace. and helps make jazz profitable for record companies: some 40% to 50% of total
jazz sales for major labels are estimated to come from reissues'.

Meanwhile, the more frankly commercial varieties of jazz :ontinue to thrive, exploiting the
fluid boundary lines between jazz and mainstream pop entertainment'. Whether much of this
music ought to he considered jazz, p2ce Wynton Marsalis. is an open question, and one of
potentially great interest for musicians, critics, and scholars. ilut for the purposes of
interpreting the SPPA data. it is important to bear in mind that recordings by the Rippingtons.
Bob James. Earl Klugh. Dave Grusin. and other "contemporary jazz" artists may be the kind
of music that a significant portion of the listening public most closely associates with the word

"jazz."

D. Radio

Participation in jazz by listening to the radio provides the most striking contrast with previous

urvevs. In 1982. and again in 1985. radio had a participation rate roughly equivalent to other
media (recording and TV): about 18". In 1992. that tigure .iumped sharply to 28%. When
the increase in population during this period is taken into account. this means that the audience
for jazz via radio grew from .just over 10 million Americans to 52 millionan increase of over
70% l SPPA92. 29. :21. (Similar dramatic increases were also reported for classical music and

opera.)

commum.,..tnon. I , HUH 100.1

h Walla ii;oule::; an.1
Brothers .:)ecember
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Why this should be so, and what implications it has for the jazz audience. can only be a matter

of speCulation. Unlike the recording industry, what jaz* has long been established as a
distinct and viable specialty market . Orefully nurtured tv divisions of major labels and
independent companies. radio has provided no firnr institutional base for jazz. Even in major
urban areas, there are only a handful of full-time radio stations devoted to jazz.

OneS factor, perhaps. has been the emergence of a nevi iiiiicttire of *tiptop inStruMental and
vocal music, strategically situated on the shifting border between more traditional jazz and out-
and-out pop styles. As early as 1981, one industry observer noted that radio programmers were
already scrambling to devise formats to appeal to aging baby-boomers who would, inevitably,
lose their taste for youth-oriented pop. The key to tapping into this audience, he argued, was

a new genre of jazz-derived pop instrumental music, which he called "jam" to distineuish it

from the jazz of the purists. "Unhip jazz for unhip people," as he unkindly put it. would

become "the 'soft rock,"beautiful music,' and 'adult contemporary of the eighties'. By
decade's end, this prophecy had become realit,'. New radio formats, variously called "New
Adult Contemporary" (NAC). "Adult Alternative." "Smooth Jazz." or "Lite Jazz." have brought

some styles of jazz instrumental music to a wider radio audience. The targeted demographic

audience consists ot young adults. 25-44not coincidentally, the peak age group for .jazz
activity reported in the SPPA (see below). "I want the people burned out on rock." said one
producer of several syndicated NA(' programs. "They're the ones who give me the ratings"'s.

And yet. "traditional" jazz has continued to maintain a presence in commercial radio. It crops

up in special program blocks in the day (a "Sunday Brunch." for example.). and as "'spice'

elements in regular playlists" in established formats such as Adult Contemporary Although

it is unlikely that new stations entirely devoted to jazz will spring up, programmers are learning
that the music has a market with demographic characteristics that can he very attractive to

advertisers. KJA/.. the California radio station that is one of the few 24-hour jazz outlets, has
recently started syndicating programs to be sold to other stations nationwide.

Nleanwhile. jazz is well established on non-commercial radio. especially National Public Radio

(NPR). Whether locally generated or broadcast in syndicated programs like Marian

'Mike Harrison, Billboard 93 (1 ,Auilust 1981). 31. Harrison later explained. Ile reason I choose to spell

ith the extra its to emphasize the point that among oie new breed of commercial jazz musicians and

oadcasters Mere 1', ;in einereme broad-minded attitude about the music. its expanded boundaries, ,nid new

pottmtial for beme competitkely marketable Not surprisinely, the purist communit k resentful and reSIStl

it tills grosik ay.! uuiis ettletit to 'bastardize and 'sell-out' jazz. I lence, the 3rd z clearly separates the philosophies

and awids the lone-standine and obvious pitfalls of becomine cauelit up in the 'what is th; definition of trlic

s ndrome.' Itillboard 0; 122 ..1iienst I9SI 1, 23

l'ei:.tuitt LOI111111.1111.,111011. Januar\ 1.00.1

Kim Ficeman laz.z t'arve,, a Niche on the Airwaves nillboard t:'.0 June IOS74. I ;
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McPartland's "Piano Jazz," jazz has found a place alongside classical music in NPR
programming. An estimated 80% of NPR stations in 1992 regularly included jazz
programining. "Jazz has become a force on these stations." notes one industry observer. "It's
got tistener viability, and the classical music audience is continuing to age"I7.

Television/Video

The fraction of adult Americans who have watched jazz on television has increased slightly
over the past decade: from 18% in 1982 to 21% in the latest SPPA. Added to this is a new
category of participation vi:1 televisionwatching videotaped performances on a VCR.
Although 4% of adult Americans report watching jazz video, most of them also watch ja77 on
both television and VCR. and the total audience is 22%. [SPPA92, 261.

'Hie growth of the audience for jazz on television is probably attributable at least in part to the
cable revolution. The proliferation of cable channels over the past decade has inevitably led
to a greater diversity in prouramming. New channels such as Bravo and A&E have provided
broadcast time for jazz performances that otherwise would not have existed.

Although jazz's foothold on television continues to be tenuous. there are a few striking
exceptions: Branford Marsalis' upholding the tradition .of live jazz performance on "Tonight
Show." the indefatigable Billy Taylor on morning television, documentaries on the PBS series
"American Masters." But the revolution in music video that has transformed popular
musicin particular. the interrelation between cable music-video channels and record
promotionhas yet to affect jazz. The market for jazz recordings has been too small, and the
expense of producing music videos too great. Such jazz videos as have been produced tend
to be of a more documentary nature and marketed at a relatively small group of dedicated jazz
enthusiasts. This accounts for the tiny percentage (4%) of people that has watched anv jazz
video over the past :ear. Corresponding percentages for popular music genres are not available
in the SPPA. but given the popularity of MTV. V1-1-1. and country music video channels, it
is a safe assumption that they are substantially higher.

And vet the continued expansion of cable will %.ery likely pull more specialized musics like
jail into its wake. In 1994, Black Entertainment Television announced plans to establish a 24-
hour jazz cable channel by autumn of that var. Whether this ambitious project will become
a reality is, as of this writing. impossible to say. But. should it come to fruition. the demand
for material to till programming slots would create an explosive demand for jazz video that
would, more likely than not, have to come largely from videotapes of live perfotmances. One
hon-protit iazz presenting organization. the Nlanchester Craftmen's ( iuild of Pittsburgh.

'cif "". ..\\ Hcin" \\110* (.1 109.!) 1-5
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preparing for the future by adding a multi-camera video recording capability to its performing

facility lt has already syndicated audio recordings of its concert series through NPR, and is

looking to similar possibilities on cable televisioe.

Obviously, the potential to build new audiences for jazz via television is incalculable. Veteran
vota061.Better Cartier who.'haa aasn bey ,!*olune, recognition" sow Morn as a.pestkof, a feW
appearances on the Bill Cosby Show than in her previous four decades in the music business,

has recently said: "The big wave of change will be jazz on television. This is something I've

been working on for years. You see. I can hire young musicians and encourage young players

for the rest of my life and it won't develop an audience. This will"9.

F. Cross-tabulations

Some sense of the interrelation among the various types of participation in jazzespecially
between attendance at live performances and media participationcan be gained through cross-
tabulation of the data in the SPPA. Although the tables, of statistics are difficult to interpret.

the following picture emerges:

Most of those who attend .jazz performances arc also exposed to jazz through the media. Over

three-quarters (76%) listen to jizz on the radio. Two-thirds (67%) listen to jazz on recordings.

58% watch jazz on broadcast television: 16% watch jazz on VCR; taking into account the 13%

who say they do both activities, the aggregate audience for watching jazz on television in some

form accounts for 61% of thc jazz attenders. All of these figures. not surprisingly, exceed the

national norm for participation in jazz via the media by approximately a factor of three.

Of the three main media, listening to jazz on recordings is the strongest predictor of jazz

attendance: more than a .lird (35%) of those who listen to jazz recordings report attending a

jazz performance. This is more than three times the national average. Somewhat smaller

percentages of those who consume jazz through the free broadcast media (radio: 28%; TV:

26%) attend ja.:2 performances. The new medium of videotape also shows a strong correlation

with jazz attendance, with 30% of those watching via VCR only attending and 45% of those

who watch both broadcast television and VCR attending.

1'; n.ortal corun1urtic.t0on. _" 1,tituary 100.1

'Quoted in 1 .ut lilumenteld. "Forecast l'he Futute t 1,14/ frotn the Iniide." J,t/./.11. II:1 (January 10,1.11.
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III. Demographic Characteristics of lazz Audience

Overview of demonstrate profile

Socio-economic background remains the strongest predictor of participation in the arts
generally, and jazz is no exception. Participation in jazz through live attendance and the media
rises steeply and steadily with socio-economic attainment as measured through increases in
education level and income.

The rates for participation through attendance at live performance exemplify this principle
clearly enough. Jazz events attract insignificant levels of those without a high school diploma
(lesS than 1%) and high school graduates (3%). Jazz events attract nearly a quarter of those
,h graduate education. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the 1982 and 19(r_ jazz attendance
by educational level. Since educational attainment is unevenly distributed in the population,
another way of expressing this disparity is to consider what percentage of the total projected
jazz audience is attributable to the various educational levels. Figure 3 shows the education
distribution of the 1992 jazz audience for all kinds of participation. .thhough those with some
college education amount to about 45% of the total population combining the categories
of "some college." "college graduate." and "graduate school"). they comprise over three-fourths
(.78%) of those attending jazz events. Only 23% of adult Americans ,ire college graduates
(combining the categories of "college graduate" and "graduate school"). but 47°,, of jazz
attenders are. Figure 4 shows the percentage of the total audience who are college graduates
for all benchmark arts activities.

Of course. similar disparities are reported for all of the other benchmark arts activities. If
anything, the upward curves for classical music. opera, and theater are steeper, showing slightl
more pronounced increases in the participation rates of college graduates and those with
graduate education While 47% of jazz ottenders arc college graduates. the correspondine rate
is higher for attenders of theater(50%). classical music (5:1`)/()). and opera I 58".Co.

A comparison with the earlier sl A 1saows jazz may be gradually attracting more adherents
from this most highl educated group. In 1982. the attendance mtes for college graduates and
those with graduate education were essentially equivalent. By I oo2. the attendance rates for
the latter group had jumped 5 percentage pointH. Lillis increase was offset by sli.,!ht decreases
in all educational groups below college level.) Ihis shift toward a inure educated audience is
heightened by the general tendency over tt 1982-19()2 p;r10..1 for the NpuLltion w; a \\11,,lc.

to become nu We highly educated.
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Figure 2: Jazz Aatendance by Education in 1982 and 1992
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Figure 3: I q92 Education Distributions of Jazz Audiences
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Figure 4: 1992 College Graduate Attendance Rates (Percent of Total Audience)
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For media participation, rates also rise steadily with educational attaimnent. Only 9% of those

with a grade school education listen to jazz radio but nearly half (49%) of those with graduate

educatiOn do. But the curve is far less steep than that for attendande. TeleVition and

radiothose media most accessible to those with modest incomesshow the greatest
poseiretion by law education groups, with recordings closest' tO the ,distri005'n, foul* in
attendance. Those with a high school diploma or less (i.e., combining the categories of "high

school graduate," "some high school," and "grade school") account for only 22% of the jazz

attenders, but they comprise 30% of those listening to recordings, 36% of those listening to

jazz radio, and 37% of those watching jazz on television. Similarly, 47% of jazz attenders are

college graduates. compared with 42% for recordings, 38% for radio, and 37% for television.

2. Income

As with educational level, participation in jazz through attendance at performances rises with

incomewith one exception: the participation rate for the lowest income group (below $5000)

was slightly higher than that reported for the next two income levels. This discrepancy is

probably attributable to the fact that the lowest income level is something of an anomaly,

combining as it does the poorest inember: of society with relatively privileged college students

who have yet to enter the monetary economy.

Not surprisingly, those earning $50.00) or inure are disproportionately represented. For

instance, 18% of them attend .jazz eventsthe only income group to substantially exceed the

national average, while 32% of those attending jazz events earn more than $50,000, even

though those in this category comprise only 19% of the total population. Those earning

between $25,000 and $50.000by far the largest group in the population as a whole

137%1attend jazz events at only a slightly higher rate than the population as a whole.

A similar pattern can be found for the benchmark arts aetivities as a whole: under-

representation hy lower income groups. over-representation by the S50.000 and above group.

and the large $25,000 to S50.000 group attending at a rate nearly identical with the national

average. Similar patterns were also found in the 1982 SPPA, although inflation over the

intervening decade makes a direct comparison impractical (those earning S25.000 in 1982 were

considerably inure prosperous than their counterparts in 1992).

.\s with education. participation rates throu!h the media also rise steadik with income. hut less

steeply

\'1.. I / )t,i/i /?,1).),
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3. Age

The audience for jazz in live performance is predominantly youthful, especially when compared
with most of the other benchmark arts activities. Participation rates for jazz peak with the 25-
'34 age gtourt, with only, slightly 'lower rates for the 35-44 group, before tailing off rapidly with
age. By contrast, theater, musicals, opera. and classical music all peak with the 45.54 age
group, with the next highest participation rate in the 55-64 age group.

Because the 25-34 and 35-44 age groups also happen to be the largest in the population as a
whole (23% and 21% respecdvely. or a combined 44% of the adult population), they are
particularly well represented in jazz. Fifty-four percent of jazz attenders fall between 25 and
44. compared to 44% for musicals. 43% for theater. 40% for classical music, and 43% for
opera. Extending this comparison to include 18-24-year-olds. over two-thirds (68%) of the jazz
attenders are younger than 45. by contrast with 56% of the audience for musicals. 55°/0 for

theater. 50% for classical music. and 53?:;) for opera.

For media participation. the rates for radio and recordinus peak with the 25-34 age group.
while the rates for television peak with the 35-44. This corresponds with the general
perception by industry observers that the audience for recordings in particular is to be found
primarily amonu younger Americans'. In ueneral. the audiences for the free broadcast media
(television and radio) are older than those attending performances: 23% of those who watch
.jazz on television and 19% of those who listen to jazz radio are over age 55. as compared with

1 W/o of jazz attenders. The aue distribution of the audience for jazz recording corresponds
almost exactly with that of the audience for live performance.

Analysis of trends over time for the demographic information on age is more complicated than
for other factors. because there are two different broad approaches. One can consider the
behavior of anv one age group-25-34-year-olds. .:ay---at different times. Or one can take into

account the fact that the 25-34-Year-olds of 1982 %yin inexorably become the 35-44-vear-olds
of 1992. and compare the behavior of that age "cohort"----i.e.. those horn within a given ten-
year-span --over time. "Cohort analysis" adds an invaluable dimension to the interpretation of
age data, because it begins to show how arts participation may evolve with age, and how
different generations or "cohorts" may differ from one another.

ered of Blue Note Records said in I992. "My feehng is that there are inostl people luo.

records." ALcording to lonkins. e\ecuto.c director of the National Jar2 Service OrganiiAtion. l'he demo

lias slated to a younger audienc.. much of that owing to the young lions proliferating On various labels." leff

Levenson. -Who's Listening. Who's Buying'!" Billboard IO.1 Jtil ltm2), J.2 Nevertheless, "south" k a

I elan vc com ;pt. In a Imisic market dominated b\ teenage consumers. the matuniv of ja,i, record buers ma\
h. mole .;trik,toy Mao !lieu rho mainsia\ ot the record industr. \%as al\va\ s I 1-1:tt Vear olds." aecordm.,

to 110' ev.:ttl,: lii Rosen. -But the m.ei.,qte mc ot American Lonsumers no\\ :t2 And as theyre eetting

older, the\ lookout for a more mature music Neil FeY.,er. "March of the Motors,- Billboard I (C. (7 Itilv
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A direct comparison with statistics from the 1982 SPPA shows a significant "greying" trend.

In 1982. the highest participation rate (18%) came with the youngest age group-18-24. The

rate declined slightly (15%) for the 25-34 group and dropped off more sharply thereafter. A

direct comparison of participation rates across age groups shows a sharp decline for the 18-24

group, compensated by increases for the age groups above 34.

Because the population as a whole was younger in 1982-18-24-year-olds then comprised

17.4% of the population, as opposed to 13.0% in I992the youthfulness of the jazz audience

in 1982 is even more striking. Two-thirds of jazz attenders in 1982 (67%) were under age 35,

fourth-fifths (81%) were under age 45.

One striking finding concerns the behavior of the oldest age group. In 1982. participation rates

by those over 75 were insignificant. This is not surprising for jazz attendance, since advanced

age inhibits the ability to attend live performances across the board. But the figures for media

participation were also very lowonly 4% watched jazz on television. only 2% listened to jazz

radio. only 1% listened to jazz recordings. The corresponding figures for the over 75 group

tbr 1992 were much higher: 12% for television and radio. for recordings.

One logical explanation for this phenomenon is that the over 75 group in 1982 consisted of

those Americans born before 1907. who became young adults in the years before 1925. The

bulk of this group came of aue before the emergence of jazz in the 1920s. or overlapped with

the earliest jazz styles that have largely passed from favor with mainstream audiences today.

If musical tastes are formed in youth, it is not surprising to find this age cohort indifferent to

jazz.

For many within the over-75 group in 1992. however. jazz was part of their youthful

experience. They came of age in the years 1915-1935thus overlapping not only with early

jazz. but with the swing dance band styles that were part of the musical landscape in the early

1930s and that found widespread acceptance by the end of the decade (the Swing Eral.

'1.1tis suggests that the "greying" trend in the future for jazz may not be limited to the shill ot

the core audience from the youngest adults to the 25-44 group. but may involve increasini,

participation in .jazz by older Americans.

Cohort analysis shows that members of the baby boom generation (which roughly corresponds

to the 25-44 age groups in the SPPA and includes those horn between 1948 and 1'167) arc

declinin,,..r. in their rate of attendance at live jazz performances. while the participation rates for

older cohorts have increased.

[he mono:.!raph on .11(0', 1.tives more detailed inforinnon on cohort anak sis.
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4. Race

One of the most intriguing, and controversial, areas for demographic analysis is race. Any
discussion of the racial makeup of the jazz audience inevitably raises the contentious social
iSsue of ethnic cultural identity.

Ethnicity is a potentially divisive issue in the arts, and often not directly addressed. In the
spirit of pluralism and democracy, one may prefer to gloss over the ways in which art
articulates ethnic difference, celebrating instead its capacity to transcend racial, national, and
religious divisions. Mozart is not thought of as a Viennese composer. but as an artist with
"universal" appeal. To the extent that race surfaces at all in classical music, it is with reference
to an imperfectly realized ideal of inclusion. Once African-Americans were barred from the
concert hall, both as performers and audience. Today, arts administrators worry over
perennially low rates of participation by minorities, and plan strategies to include and involve

them.

Why, then, should the question of ethnicity be so contentious for jazz'? The answer is that
alone amonu the art forms surveyed by the SPPA, jazz has historic roots in African-American
culture. Given the tanded and trauic history of race relations in this country, it is hardly
surprising to find conclictinu interpretations of its place in American culture and its ultimate
political sismilicance. Is jazz best understood as the music of Ha Americansan art form
shaped by, and uniquely expressive of . the struggle of an embattled minority for cultural
autonomy'? Or is it a music that demonstrates through its widespread appeal the irrelevance
of race in a pluralistic society?

These are not questions that an appeal to the historical record can easily resolve. On the one
hand, the distinctive musical larnimage of jazz clearly derives from African-American (and
ultimately African) folk traditions. Many of the most important creators and innovators within
the jazz traditionLouis Armstrong, Duke Ellington. Charlie Parker. Thelonious Monk. Miles
Davis. John Coltranehave been black. On the other hand, jazz has from its inception
depended upon white audiences for support. and has been shaped by the contributions of white

musicians. Nearly all serious treatments of jazz have emphasized its ethnic character: and yet

many (if not all) underscore the complex interactions between black and white that have given
the lie to the myth of unbridgeable racial division.

I he broader philosophical and political implications of these arguments are obviously beyond
the boundaries of this monograph. I have broached them here not only because they must be
borne in mind when interpreting the data, but because statistics from the 1982 SPPA have
already been drawn into the debate. In his I 093 book Jazz: TIte Anwrican Theme Song.
1ames Lincoln ( 'ollier argues forcefully against the interpretation that would situate jazz
unambiguously within black culture. "'Mere arc thousands of white jazz fans who ha\ e
devoted lifetimes to the music, and bitterly resent being told that jazz is not theirs.

\ 1)r Rcror :4
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Nonetheless, the official position, which obtains in college and university programs. granting

organizations, and scholarly institutions like Lincoln Center, is that jazz is black music'''.

To reinforce his argument, Collier draws on the summary by Harold HoroWitz of the data on

the jazz audience drawn from the 1982 SPPA, emphasizing both the modest size of the total

atiditfte far jazz and the overall predominant of whites. While noting that "fifteen percent

of blacks, as against nine percent of whites, attended a jazz performance in the surveyed year,"

Collier argues:

The black audience for jazz is relatively larger than the white audience; but it

is also clear, given that a lot of the respondents had only listened to jazz a few

times in the course of a year. that jazz is of serious interest only to a small
percentage of blacksprobably not more than ten percent. It can hardly be said,

therefore, that jazz today somehow reflects anything that can be called a 'black

ethos. nd it is also clear that the bulk of the audience for jazz is white.

Statistics alone cannot resolve this complex and emotionally charged debate. 13ut the figures

from the 1992 SPPA provide at least an updated empirical foundation upon which to attempt

a reconsideration of the issue.

As with other aspects of jazz participation, there are different ways of assessing the quantitative

differences between black and white participation. One is to point out that the audience
remains predominantly white. White Americans make up 81% of the jazz attenders. 78% of

those watching jazz on television or listening to jazz recordings, and 79% of those listeninu

to jazz on the radio. This simply reflects the numerical predominance of whites in the

population. African-Americans. who account for 11% of the population as a whole, make up

17% of jazz attenders. 18% of the radio audience. 19% of the television audience. and nearly

20% of those 1vho listen to jazz recordings. The remainder (2-3%) is accounted for by the

eateuory "other" ( Asians. Native Americans).

Another is to underscore the difference in participation rates. African-Americans consistently

participate in jazz at a higher rate than white Americans: they are one-and-a-half times as likely

to attend jazz performances, and even more likely to participate in jaz2 through the media.

Figure 5 shows the 1992 racial distribution of jazz audiences for all forms of participation.

These fluures. contrasting as they do the relatively expensive activity of live attendance with

the free media of radio and TV and the easily shared medium of recordings, suguest that

economic factors have limited the ability of black Americans to attend jazz performances. It

is also possible that black Americans feel less comfortable in attending public events in which

I IneoIn I h. Ji I1e J1inerican I hone Som.! iNcw ork: 0\ ford rnRersit ).
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Figure 5: 1992 Racial Distributions of Jazz Audiences
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they are likely to be a decided minority, as opposed to relative tlexibility and privacy of media
participation'.

The contrast with other benchmark arts activities is striking. Jazz is the oaly art forin in Which
African-Americans are more likely to participate than white Americans. Moreover, this
disparity has been consistent over time, Figures from On show the same pattern; Weeks
partitipating in jazz at significantly higher rates than whites, while participating in other art
forms at significantly lower rates. If one is looking for evidence of a cultural dividea
polarization in patterns of arts consumption along ethnic linesone need look no further than
jazz.

The data on those who express a desire to attend more concerts suggest that the black audience
for jazz pertbrmance could easily be considerably larger. Overall. 25.2% of the population
expressed a desire to attend more jazz concerts. Breaking this figure down by race shows that
while less than a quarter (22%) of whites expressed such a desire. nearly half (49%) of
African-Americans did. Granted. expressing thc desire to attend is not the same thin as
attending: but this figure exceeds the percentage of cmy ethnic izroup expressing an interest to
further attend any art form. The projected potential audience for jazz of 46.5 million would
still he predominantly white, hut black involvement would be 22%double the percentage of
African-Americans in the population as a whole.

The NEA monouraph on RACE gives more information on raceincluding the use of Multiple
Classification Analysis to separate education as a factor.

The polarity of black Americans and white Americans in jazz makes it easy to overlook the
additional miscellaneous ethnic uouping of "other" in the survey. For the most part. those
identifyine themselves as "other" participated in jazz at roughly the same rates as white
Americans. The only noticeable difference came with attendance. where the rates for "other"
were significantly lower (5.5%. as opposed to 10.1`'..) of whites and 16.2% of blacks). This
does not correspond with the 19g2 figures. where the reported attendance behavior for the

category "other" was indistinguishable from that of white Americans.

Additional intOrmation on racial polarization in musical taste will be discussed in the sections
on frequency of attendance and music preferences.

Uecau.,c the auatenLo ;a,'" redommantlt, %1/4 \ \V kill enue,; 4ire ,Ittiated

not,Thhorhoods here blacks ,ire the n,inru I nt.' such N, mile NtancIte.acr t 'raftstnen's a non-pwlit art,,

Lenter lo,.:ated in the ht aoricalI Hack \tanchester area ttt PlIt.,ntirttn itut prom;tms tutract a hiLthcr

rereentace :If African American,: th in most commerciath-run niAtclut',. In the cit Personal communicatnm,
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5. Gender

The racial politics of jazz has understandably overshadowed consideration of its sexual politics.
And yet the audience for jazz shows an unmistakable tilt toward males that is anomalous
anicing the,benchmark arts activities surveyed by the SPPA.

The participation rates for attending jazz performances were 11.9% for men and 9.4% for
women. Were men and women evenly distributed in the population, the audience would

consist of 56% men, 44% women. But since women outnumber men by a ratio of
approximately 13:12, the actual disparity in the audience is somewhat less: 54% men, 46%

women.

These figures are strikine, however, in the context of the other benchmark arts activities. For

art museums and opera, women.are as likely as men to participate: for the remaining genres
(classical music. musicals. theater. and ballet) women are significantly more likely to

participate. Jazz thus stands out as an arts discipline in which men predominateperhaps
because women are less inclined to become involved. Compare, for example. the figures for
jazz with the participation rates for attendance at classical music concerts. For men, the rates

are essentially equivalent to those for jazz: 11.5% for classical. 11.9% for jazz. The rates for
women, on the other hand. diverge sharply: 13.4% for classical. 9.4% foi jazz. The result is
that for classical music, the gender Jisparity runs in the opposite direction: 44% men. 56%
women.

Among those who express a desire to attend more jazz performances, the gender disparity
widens slightly. 29% of men. as opposed to 22% of women, express such a desire. resulting
in a potential audience t'or jazz that is 55% male. 45% female.

A slightly less pronounced gender disparity is found in participation in jazz through the media.
For Tv and recordings. 23% of men and 19% of women report participation. resulting in a
projected audience that is 53% male. 47% female. The figures for radio (participation rates
of 31% for men. 26% for women) result in an audience that is 52% male. 48% female. (The
sense of many in the music industry that the audience for jazz radio and recordings is even
more heavily male, especially above age 352'. But it must be emphasized that the figures
make no distinction between casual and dedicated consumers.) As with attendance, the gender
disparity runs counter to the data for other benchmark arts activities, in which women are at
least as likely, and often more likely, to participate through the media.

' See. tor munple, 3 086 Billboard article that described the audience tor various contemporary jazz artHts
male-dominated above age 35 (although the under-18 ,iudienke r, "mostk. N1ike Shalett, "On

Billlmard 9S (I March I9S6), 23. The 24-hour "straight-ahead" lazz station KM/. leported targeting men bet'Acen

15.44. Freeman. "Jail Carves a Niche," IS,
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A cross-tabulation of sex and race for jazz attendance shows a slightly greater gender disparity

among African,Americans. 56% of the black audience is male, compared with 53% of the
White audience.

Additional information on gender disparity can be found in the sections on frequency of
attendance and niusic preference-

6. Geography

Geographic measures derived from the SPPA are relatively coarse. The data distinguish among
population areas of relative density: those living in a central city of a metropolitan area (or
SMSA). those living within an SMSA but not in the central city in suburbs), and those
living in rural areas. The data are also broken down into four broad regions: West. Midwest.
South. and Northeast. Figure t shows the geographic distribution of the 1992 participants in

jazz through the media.

Of the four geographic regions. the West shows significantly higher levels of participation in
all forms of media. This disparity is most pronounced in jazz radio: 35% of those in the West
report listening to jazz radio, compared with the national average of 28%. But figures for
recordings (24% in the West. 21% nationwide) and TV (25% in the West. 21% nationwid..i
confirm a broad-based trend.

Other regions are somewhat less easy to characterize. The Northeast is close to the national

average in all three c:..-..goitcs. the South slightly below (especially in radio). The Midwest is
more noticeably below the national average in all three categories.

B. Other demographic profiles

1. Demographic profile by frequency

'rile new questions in the 1992 SPPA concerning the frequency of attendance at live

performances over a twelve-month period make it possible to explore new aspects of audience

participation.

For one thing. the data clearl show that the malority of those reporting .jatz attendance are
what (me mieht call "casual" consumers. )1 the roughly 10'6 of the adult population %%Ito hae

attended a jazz performance, nearly half (440 ) did so only once. 1nother quarter

attended only twice. this means that adults ho attended jazz a.; little a:, once every four
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months cpmprise about 3% of the total adult population.

And yet that 3% attended often enough to pull the average number of attendances up to 2.9

per year. (This figure is based on the average number of attendances for those who reported

attendance, not the population as a whole.) This figure is higher than those reported for

elasgeal musk (2.6), plays (2.4), musicals (23), opera (1.7), and ballet (1.7). The dedicated

jazz audience may be relatively small (relative to popular music genres, not other art forms),

but it is loyal and intense.

What are the demographic characteristics of this more dedicated group? There are two trends
that clearly emerge from the data, and reinforce earlier findings in this monograph: as the
audience becomes more dedicated, it becomes more male and more African-American.

a. Frequency of attendance and race and gender

The relatively casual consumers that attended only one jazz event, as it turns out, show few
of the distinctive characteristics of 'the jazz audience. First of all, 54.4% are femalemuch
closer to the population as a whole (52.1%) than to the figure for all attenders (46.2%). The
racial mix also more nearly corresponds to the population as a whole. 85.8% of those who
attend only once are white (compare 85.3% of the population as a whole, 81.2% for jazz
attenders). while 113% are black (11.4% for population as a whole. 17.3% of attenders).

As the frequency of attendance increases, the gender and race disparities characteristic of the
jazz attending audience as a whole steadily emerge. Those attending at least three times a year
(the average for the group as a whole) correspond roughly to the characteristics tbr the group

as a whole: the percentage of males rises to 54.7. of African-Americans to 17.9. By the time
one reaches the relatively tiny numbers that attend nine or more timcs a year (0.6% of the total
population). nearly 60% are male and nearly 25% are black. While it is risky to place much
weittht on precise numbers for samples as small as these (74 people out ot' the 12,739
interviewed for the SPPA), the overall trend is unmistakable.

And of course, these figures do not take into account the disproportions in the population at
large. In other words, there are more females than males, and significantly more white

Americans than African-Americans. As frequency of attendance increases, the participation
rates for males and African-Americans become much higher than corresponding rates for
females and white Americans. Male paiticipation rates run roughly 60% higher; black
participazion rates more than double. 'Fable 2 shows thc distribution of frequency of attendance

at jazz performances hy race and gender. The term "unweighted" means that the percentages
have not been acliusted for the fraction of the adult American population each group composes.
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Table 2. Frequency of attendance by
race and gender, [unweighted]

Frequency % male % female % white %black

Y 45,6
.

54.4 $5,8

_
12.3

at least 2X 51.2
_

48.8 81.7 16.7

" 3X 54.7 45.3 80.1 17.9

" 4X 56.1 43.9 78.8 19.6

" 5X 54.9 45.1 78.3 20.1

" 6X 57.7 42.3 78.8 20.4

" 7X 58.2 41.8 76.9 12.0

" 8X 59.6 40.4 76.4 12.5

" ()X 59.5 40.5 74.3 24.3

b. Frequency of attendance and age

Figures 7 and 8 show, in two different ways to illustrate the important features. the
distributions of frequency of attendance and age at jazz events. Those who attended only one
event in the last year correspond closely to the age distribution of jazz attenders as a
whole-with one significant exception: the age groups from 55 years and older are

disproportionately represented. This is hardly surprising, since the older age groups (especially
the 75 and older group) can hardly be expected to share the stamina for late-night music shown
by the younger groups. As frequency increases, the participation by older age groups
(including in this instance the 45-55 group) begin to decrease noticeably. But so, interestingly.

does the I S-24 group. which peaks at "at least two" attendances (13.4%) and drops off
thereafter. 'Me group that absorbs the slack is the 25-34 group, which accounts for nearly 40%
of all of those who attended at least six times (i.e.. an average of every two months).

()twit Rcr(irl
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Figure 7: 1992 Frequency of Attendance for Jazz by Age
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Figure 8: 1992 Frequency of Attendance for Jazz by Age (alternative presentation)
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c. Frequency of attendance and education

Septe*er ',J.2-1

There is no clear trend, except to confirm the general finding that lower educational levels
(grade school, some high school) are significantly under-represented in the jazz audience, while
higher levels are over-represented.

d. Frequency of attendance and income

As with education. an increase in frequency of attendance brings no dramatic results. The
demographic profile for income of those who attended only one jazz concert in the previous
year corresponds closely to the profile for jazz attenders as a whole. The absence of change
is strikine, for one might expect the more frequent attenders to be more affluent. But in fact.
the percentage of frequent attenders who earn more than $50.000 actually declines with
frequency: from just over 30% of one-time-only attenders to about 20% of those attending at
least seven times. The percentage of those earning between $25,000 and $50,000 rises slightly
from 33% of one-time-only attenders to jilst under 40%. Again, because the samples are so
small at these levels, one should not place any weight on these findings. But they do suggest
that one need not enjoy a high income to find a place in the inner circle of jazz aficionados.

2. Demographic Profile of Subscribers to lazz Magazines

Another way of obtaining a more detailed profile of the most dedicated jazz audience is to
examine the readership profiles of national jazz magazines. Two monthly mauazines. Jazz
liMes and Jazziz. have cooperated by releasing the results of their current demographic
research'. The audiences of these magazines are smallJazziz. for example, has a paid
circulation of 93.600. and an estimated readership of approximately 250.000 (or slightly more
than .1% of the adult population). But this self-selected group is intensely involved in jazz.
Approximately 50% of the readership of Jazziz attends a jazz performance at least twelve times
a year (i.e.. once a month). About a third of the readers of Jazz Times report that they attend
jazz performances nuwe than once a month.

Because the groupintts for age. income, and education used by Jazziz and Jazz Times do not
L.orrespond to the categories used in the SPPA (or with each other), direct comparisons are not
easy to make. rhe majority of readers for both magazines fall between the ages of 25-44:
approximately 44"., of Jazziz readers and 32% of Jazz limes readers fall into the 25-34 age

.13/111 Ma,2a/itie. "Readers Oernovraphics. I 991": biz Times. "Reader f Mile 1992/1991."
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group, while 34% of both Jazziz and Jazz Times readers fall into the 35-44 group. The figures
for Jazziz are actually for 26-35 and 36-45. This is a somewhat greater concentration of the
audience into these age groupings than that reported for the jazz audience as a whole,
corresponding roughly to the findings from increased frequency of attendallce. Of those
reporting attendance of at least six jazz events, for example, about 64% fell between 25-44. as
compared with 53% of those who attended only once.

They are on the whole more educated: 82% of Jazz Times readers and 92% of Jazziz readers
report at least attending college, as compared with 78% of the jazz audience as a whole (and
45% of the adult population). And they are considerably more affluentnot surprisingly, since
subscription to a specialty magazine is a good indicator of economic stability. Of Jazziz
readers 62.2% had a household income of at least $50,000, with a median household income
of $71,000. Ninety percent of Jazz Times readers had a household income of at least $40,000,
with an average household income of $67,000. The affluence of the readership of these
specialty macazines can be measured through consumption avwell. Seventy percent of Jazz
Times readers purchase jazz videos (an average of 9 per year), and 77% purchase jazz books
(an averace of 4 per year). They purchase an average of 9 compact discs per month. Sixty-six
percent attended ja77 festivals in the United States, with an additional 11% attending testivals
overseas. For Jazziz. 28% own more than 300 compact discs; 78% attend jazz festivals. and
64% purchase jazz videos.

The most distincuishing demographic characteristics, however, are gender and race. Both
Jazziz and Jazz Times report a surprisingly high (and surprisingly identical) figure for the
percentage of their readers that is male: 89.4%. While this corresponds to the ceneral trend
toward an increasincly male audience noted in the frequency statistics, the extreme disparity
suggests additional consideration. Perhaps some magazines are read by a married couple but
the subscription is held in the husband's namc. But it is certainly possible that the desire to
aliment one's passion for jazz with such ancillary patterns of consumption as magazine
subscriptions and the purchasine, of jazz videos is a distinctively male trait (or. to put it in the
vernacular. a "guy thinc").

Both magazines also show a disproportionately high percentaue of African-American readers.
For Jazz Times, the reported black readership is 24%; for Jazziz. 29.9%. (Bear in mind that
African-Americans comprise 11.4% of the total adult population.) Given that these magazines
draw upon a readership that is disproportionately affluent and well-educated, sectors of the
population in w hich African-Americans are under-represented. the exceptionally high
participation of African-Americans suggests a strong link between ethnicity and intense

dedication to jazz.

/Volt 3()
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IV. Music Preference

One of the most revealing sections of the SPPA is the portion that assesses music preference.
For here, jazz is not simply one of several officially sanctioned arts but must be situated
against the complex arid Shifting beekgtettnd Of pepUbe rintaital taste. Respontkrtat Wet* totted
to identify which of twenty musical genres they "liked," and subsequently which of these
genres they liked "best of all." Thus, respondents were invited to distinguish between jazz and
other related genres, such as blues, soul, big band, or new age, as well as to contrast their
relationship with jazz to such diverse genres as country, bluegrass, reggae, and parade music.
The list also included hymns/aospel, choral/glee club, mood/easy listening, contemporary folk,
ethnic (national tradition), rock, Latin/Spanish/Salsa, rap, operetta/musical comedy, opera, and

classical/chamber music.

A. Those Who "Like Jazz"

The overall demographic profile for those who express a liking for jazz corresponds closely
to the demographic profiles for the various forms of participation in jazz. The rates climb
steadily with income and education (although, as before, the percentage of the income group
"under S5000" is anomalously high). The highest rates are found in the 25-34 age group,
declining steadily thereafter. Blacks and males show hiaher rates of preference than whites and

females.

The numbers, however. are considerably higher. More than a third (34%) of adult Americans.
or approximately 63 million people, express a liking for jazz. Moreover, these numbers show
a sharp increase from 1982, when the comparable atures were 26%. or 43 million.

Table 3 shows the age distribution of those who liked jazz" in 1982 and 1992. l'he

comparison shows a significant change in age distribution over the decade.

Table 3. Those Who "Like Jazz" in 1982 and 1992

Age

1982 1992

rate % of total rate % of total

18-24 32 (21.5) 30 (11.8)

25-34 33 (29.7) 40 (27.4)

35-44 23 ( 14.71 3g (24.5)

45-54 27 (14.0) 32 (14.4)

E.4 Oran Rcl"'"
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55-64 23 (11.9) 29 (9.9)
,

65-74 17 (6.3) 26 (7.7)

75+ 8 (1.9) 21 (4.,3)

There are several ways of examining these data. The first is to look at the percentages within
each age group who report liking jazz (the first number in the table). By this measure, only
the 18-24 age group has remained stable. All the remaining groups show a sharp increase,
with the largest increases coming in the 35-44 and 754- age groups. This reflects the overall
increase in the numbers of those who like jazz. The overall distribution in both surveys is the
samea peak in both rate and sheer numbers at 25-34but the rise to this peak is more steep
in 1992 than 1982. and the falloff much more gradual.

Another way is to consider what percentay.e of the total is attributable to each age group (the
number in parentheses)to see, in other words, how the uneven patterns of growth have
redistributed the relative sizes of the various age groups that report liking jazz. This measure
shows a sharp decline by the 18-24 Efroup. and sharp increases by the 35-44 and 75+ groups.

Finally, one may examine the tastes of age cohorts. This suggests that the relatively high
enthusiasm for jazz. by 18-24 and 25-34 year olds in 1982 has translated into correspondingly
high enthusiasm for jazz by 25-34 and 35-44 year olds in 1992 (even if the enthusiasm has not
necessarily been translated into greater participation through attendance or the media).
Similarly, one can connect the preference for jazz of the 65-74 group in 1982 with the higher
rates for those 75 and older in 1992.

The third of all adult Americans who "like jazz." not surprisingly, participate in jazz at much
higher rates than the population as a whole: 49% watch jazz on television in some form. 50%
listen to jazz recordings, and 67% listen to jaz2 radio. Even higher percentages of those who
participate say that they like jazz: 77% of those who watch jazz on television. 81% of those
who listen to jazz radio, and 86% of those who listen to recordings. 'Fhis still means, however.
that sizeable percentages of those who participated in some way in jazz do not report that they
like the music. These percentages are higher for the free broadcast media (19% for radio. 23%
for television) than for recordings.

01.(11t l?co)rl ; s
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B. Those Who Like jazz "Best of All"

The percentage of the adult population who say they like jazz "best of all" is considerably
smaller than those who simply say they "like jazz"-5% as opposed to 34%but this still
nal MOM it** appmximately 9,5 million Americans for whom jazz is preferred above an music
genres. and a substantial increase over the comparable figures (3%. 5 million) reported for
1982.

The demographic profile of this more dedicated audience reveals the same tendency toward
disproportionate representation by males and African-Americans already noted with those who
attend jazz performances more frequently. Slightly more men (54%) than women "like jazz":
among those who like jazz "best of all," the ratio of men to women widens to nearly 7:3 (68%
to 32%). African-Americans constitute 18% of those who "like jazz." but 33% of those who
like jazz "best of all." The percentage of African-Americans who belong to this iatter category
(16%) is four times as great as that for white Americans (4%).

Shifts in age and education between these two groups are more subtle. Those who like jazz
"hest of all" are slightly less likely than those Who "like jazz" to be either very young or very
old: the highest rates are found in the 35-44 age group (6.4%). They are also slightly more
likely to be more highly educated. Income figures. on the other hand. are essentially identical
for the two categories.

Quite logically, those who "like jazz hest" arc much more inclined to participate in jazz. 44%
attend jazz performances; 74% watch jazz in some ft= on television; 79% listen to jazz
recordings; and 89% listen to jazz radioindicating that radio is a medium for dissemination
ot' the music to nearly all serious jazz fans.

Nevertheless, the broad audience for jazz radio shows the lowest proportion of dedicated jazz
fansalbeit by a narrow margin: 16% of those who listen to jazz radio report liking jazz best.
as compared with 18% who watch jazz on television in some form. 20% of those who attend
.jazz performances. and 21% of those who listen to jazz recordings.

C. Music Preference for Jazz in Relation to Other Genres

l'he existence of detailed demographic information on those expressing preference for the other
nineteen music genres surveyed in the SlTA provides an intriguing and highly useful way of
situating the taste tOr jazz in a broader social context,

\LI /hall //cporl 39
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Where does jazz fall in this broad spectrum of musical taste? Of the 20 genres, jazz ranks
seventh, between big bands and classical/chamber music. Country and western is the most
popular, as it was in 1982 and 1985. It is the only musical genre that more than half of adult
Americans say they like, white jazz and classical music are liked by about one third of them.
Table 4 shows the percentage of respondents who said they "liked" the ten genres that were
Ma popular.

Table 4. Percentages Who "Liked" the 10 Most Popular Genres

1. country/western 52

2. mood/easy 49

3. rock 44

4. bluest R&B ,
40

5. hymnstgospel 38

6. big band 35

7. jazz 34

8. classicalichamber .1 ..

9. bluegrass 29

10. show tunesioperettas - 28

The position of ja2 is slightly higher when the question is which genre is preferred above all
others. Several genresmood/easy. blues, bluegrass, and showtunesprove to have wide but

N hallow appeal. and drop in rank. Others, like jazz, classical, and hymns/gospel have a more
dedicated following and rise in the standings. Country and rock: the dominant genres of
popular music. lead the list (followed by the 13?) that declined to name a favorite genre).
Religious and mood music follow. with the two dominant "art music'' genres, jazz and
classical, not far behind. (Opera reports a much smaller audience.) Table 5 shows the
percentages of respondents who liked 10 musical genres "best of all".

Table 5. Percentages Who Liked 10 Genres "liest of All"

I . country 21

2. rock 14

1"no one typel 13

Draft R,Tort
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3. hymns/gospei 9

4. moodJeasy 9
------,-.

5. classical 6

7. big band 4

8. ethnic

9. Latin
,
_1

10. blues 3

Where does the distinctive demographic profile of thc jazz audience fall in relation to those of
other genres'? 'Fo answer the question. each demouraphic factor must be considered separately.

1. Education

The rates for liking a given musical genre tend to rise steadily with educational level (the
exceptions are country and rock). Jazz rises more steeply than most. from 10% of those with
a grade school education to nearly half of college graduates, but it does not show the
substantial increase for graduate school that classical, opera, and musicals show. Among those
with some college education. easy (56%). rock (54%), country (50%). and blues(50%) are
preferred more than ja'72 (42%). Amoniz colleize graduates. easy (56%), rock (54%). and
classical music (51%) arc preferred by more respondents than jazz (50%) and blues (50%).
Among those with uraduate degrees. the number preferrinu jazz (54%) trails classical music
(65%), easy (60%). and blues (59%). Figure 9 shows the percentages of each educational
izroup that preferred some selected genres in 1992.

The percentages of people in each education category who "like jazz best" increases steadily
with increasing education. Rock and country attract sizeable percentages for all groups
(although country steadily declines), while classical music shows the strongest gains. Those
with graduate education are the most likely to report liking no one genre best ( I 7"), followed
by advocates for classical (15%). rock (12%). country (9°'01. and jazz (8%).

/..) )1,4,1 Rcp,,t
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Figure 9: 1992 Music Pretbrence Rates by Education

&plember 1994
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The patterns for income are similar to those for education: steady rises with income for most
genres. including jazz. (The exceptions are rap, soul, Latin, country, mood, and choral.) For
jazz, tilisissgsni is preceded bY * relatively ltish PO for **GOO VOUP1011* 15-40Q0neted
earlier-a pattern shared by reggae and blues. This loWest income [4roup prefets country
(43%), rock (36%), blues (35%), and mood/easy (32%) to jazz (27%). The highest income
group ($50,000 and above) prefers mood/easy (62%). rock (55%), blues (52%), and country
(48%) to jazz and classical (47% each).

The rates of those who "like jazz best" similarly rise with income, although far less steeply.
Those in the $25,000-$50.000 and $50,000 and above groups are only slightly more like!), to
prefer jazz to all other genres (6% and 7% respectively) than the national average. In the
highest income group. jazz advocates (7%) are outnumbered by devotees for rock (17%), "no
one type" (14%). mood (13%). country (11%), and classical (10%).

3.

There arc several distinct patterns for music preference with respect to age. One large category
shows markedly increased interest with age. .The r st notable increase is that of big band.
Others in this group are classical. opera. and muskals. Another category consists of genres
for which interest decreases steadily with age (reggae, rap. soul, rock). Jazz fits into a third
category: those genres that rise to a peak somewhere in the middle before declining with age.
Folk, blues. country. bluegrass. and new age show the same behavior. rhe peak for jazz is in
the 25-34 aue group, where it appeals to 41%. placing it behind rock (59%). country (50%).
easy (47,i). and blues i46%) in popularity.
Figure 10 shows the percentages of each age group that preferred some selected musical ttenres
in 1992.

The rates of those who "like jazz best" show a far less clearly defined pattern. Slightly above
average percentages arc found in the broad range from 25 to 64, with significantly lower
figures in the youngest and oldest groups.

Ora)! kcport 43
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Figure 10: 1992 Music Preference Rates by Age
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4. Race

The data on music preference clearly show that musical taste in this country ts stratified by
race. Only a few genres are relatively "race-neutral." There is a broad liking of choral and

musk abbot* the', pinceinagas am significantly biglier in both instances for 144W
and a the deliberately inoffensive genres of mood and new age music. The remaining genres
tend to be strongly identified with one race or the other. White Americans show strong
preferences for country (57%), rock (46%), classical (35%), and bluegrass (33%). (The
corresponding figures for black Americans are much lower: country 19%. rock 23%, classical

18%. bluegrass 12%.1 Black Americans show strong preferences for soul (68%), reggae
(43%), and rap (34%).

There are two genres that. although most strongly liked by black audiences, also have a
siuniticant white audience. Blues is liked by 59% of black Americans and by 38% of white
Americans: jazz is liked by 54% of blacks and 32% of whites. Because white Americans
greatly outnumber black Americans. the racial distribution of the jazz-liking audience is still
roughly the same as for participation: 80% white, 18% black. 2% "other." (The distribution
for blues is essentially the same: 81% white, 17% black, 2% "other.") But the figures clearly
show that more than half of all black Americans report a preference for jazza percentage that
is comparable to the number of white Americans who like country music. Table 6 shows the
10 musical genres which black respondents most frequently said they "liked" and the
percentages who liked them. Table 7 shows the counterpart genres and percentages for whites.

Table 6. Music Preference--"Top l'en" for Blacks

1. choraliglee 78.2

2. soul 67.7

3. hymns/uospel 67.6

4. blues 59

5. new age 57.2

6. jazz 54

7. le,,2gae 43

8. moodieasy 39

`). rap 34.3

10. ethnic 30.1

kcp,irt
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choraligiec

Table 7. Music Preference"Top Tcn" for Whites

64.4

hymnaigospel 57.7

3. country

4. mood/easy

57

50

5. new age 49.2

6. rock 46

7. blues 38

8. classical 35

9. bluearass

10. jazz 32

The fiQures for the i/enres liked "best of all" show an even more prominent racial polarization.
There is very little overlap in the list of the top seven genres by race, and even with these.
racial disparity is evident. Religious music (gospel) is by far the most preferred genre by
blacks (30%). while its white equivalent commands the allegiance of only 7% of whites. Nine
percent of whites prefer mood music above all, compared with .4% of blacks. Country and
rock. preferred above all others by large percentaizes by white Americans (24% and 16%
respectively), show relatively little support among black Americans. Similarly, soul. blues, rap.
and reggae have sianiticantly higher percentaees of black adherents than white.

Jazz is found in the top seven tOr both racestestimony once again to its cross-ethnic appeal.
But jazz ranks second only to religious music among blacks, with a remarkably high 15%
preferring it above all other types of music. Only 4% of white Americans express a similar
commitment to jazzwell behind the numbers for country. rock, mood. religious, classical, and

big band.

The racial distribution of this dedicated audience for jazz is still predominantly white (63%),
but a third 04'1:0 are black----three times the percentage of blae Americans in the population
ts a whole. Jazz joins soul. reggae. rap. blues, and religious as genres for which the
dedicated audience is at least one-third black.

Fable s !,liows the percentage of blacks who liked particular genres "best of all." [able 9
tlh: equivalent percentages for the "top soen" .1enres for whites.

VE,.1 1 rtitt
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Table 8. "Music Liked Best" by Blacks

1. hymnegospel

2. jazz 15

("no one type'

3. soul 9

4. blues

5. rap

8

4

6. mood/easy

7. reizgae

4

3

Table 9. "Music Liked Best" by Whites

1. country 74

2. rock 16

("no one typel 13

3. mood/easy
9

4. hymns/gospel 7

5. classical 6

6. 'oil! band 4

7. jazz 4

Table 10 shows, for six of the most popular musical genres, the percentage of the audiences
that liked this genre best that is black. These percentages should be compared with the ll
percent of the U.S. population that is black.

Table 10. Percentage of "Liked Best" Audience That Is Black

soul 61

_. reggae 47

3. rap 37

.V EA Walt 1?eport
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4, blues 37

- 5, hymns/gospel 36

6. jazz.

5. Gender

The 20 -ienres surveyed in the SPPA can be grouped into three categories: I) those preferred
more stro-,ly by women: 2) those preferred more or less equally by both sexes; and 3) those
preferred more strongly by men. The female-preferred category includes classical, opera. and
musicals. among the benchmark music genres. as well as mood, soul, religious, and choral
music. The "uender-neutral" category includes country, biu band. folk. and blues. Jazz falls
into the third. male-dominated cateuory along with rap. rock. parade. and blueurass.

In the fiuures for genres liked "best of all." the uender disparity is much more pronounced.
Indeed, the dedicated jazz audience is tilted more toward the male Fide than the audience of
any of the other 19 genres surveyed, even more than the ostensibly macho genres of parade.
rock, and .rap. Tables 11 and 12 show the percentaues of males/females for selected "male-
dominated" and "female-dominated" genres.

Table 11. "Male Dominated" Musical Genres. with Male%Temale %

jazz 68 I 32 I

parade 65 i 35

bluegrass 63 i 37 :

rock 61 39 1

rap
t_

60 i 40 I

Table 12. "Female Dominated" Musical Genres. with NIale%Temale%

classical 42 1 58 1

soul 39 I 61 I

mood 37

choral 37 63 1

Oralt Hcrort 1 \
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musicals 1 35 1 65 I

hymns/gospel 32 1 68 1
,

I 30 I 70 1

6. Cross-Tabulations

What other kinds of music do those who "like jazz" like? Perhaps the best way to address the
question of the musical taste of the jazz audience is to see how its preferences for other genres
deviate from thc national average. On the whole, jazz listeners have catholic tastes, and state
a liking for nearly all genres at a higher rate than the population as a whoie. But some genres
are clearly ti-eferred more than most. Topping the list with the largest increases over the
national average are blues and soul, two of the most popular genres amonu black Americans.
followed closely by big band music, a genre with close ties to jazz of the Swing Era. Classical
music, musicals. and reggae also show large increases. Only country, reliuious, and choral
music show neutral or negative correlations. Table 13 shows the percentaue of those who "like
jazz" who also like other genres and compares these percentages with overall percentages.
Bold face is used to indicate genres where these who like jazz also like the other genre better
than the average respondent.

Table 13. Percentage of Those Who "Like Jazz" Who Also Like Other Genres (with
Overall Percentaue Liking)

blues 75 (40) +35

big band 57 (35) +22

choral 56 (67) -II

mood 56 (49) +7

new a ge 54 (49) +5

classical 53 (33) +20

rock 52 (43) +9

e/w 52 (51) _-

soul 48 (25) +23

gospel 4( 57) -11

musicals 46 (27) +19

Ifrair Rcporl
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Latin

folk

parade

'opera

rap

34 (21) +13

30 (23) +7

26 (20) +6

19 (12) +7

18 (12) +6

What musical genres were "liked best" by those attending jazz performances'? Jazz, not
surprisingly, leads the list, followed by "no one type"suggesting that a consistent percentage
of those who decline to name a favorite genre are in fact jazz fans. Of the largest groups, rock
fans participate in large numbers but are somewhat under-represented, as are fans of religious
and mood music. Fans of country music are significantly under-represented. Blues, classical.

big band, new age, soul, and reggae music typically show above average representation.
Tables 14, 15, and 16 show the percentages of those participating in jazz through attendance.
radio, and recordings, respectively, who "like best" the various genres. compared with the
national average for "liking best" those genres.

Table 14. Percentage of Those Who Attend Jazz Performances and

the Genre They "Like Best." with National Average

jazz 20 (5) +15

no one type 17 (13) +4

rock 12 (14) -2

classical 7 (6) +1

hymnsigospel 6 (9) -3

(1(9) -3_mood

country 6 (21) -14

blues 5 (2) +3,
big band 5 (4) +1

new age _
3 (2) +1

\EA 1 bult Rty hIrt
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Table 15. Percentage of Those Who Listen
13die with 1411

to Jazz Radio and the Genre They Like
ititt it

no one type 17 (13) +4

jazz 16 (5) +11

rock 13 (14) -1

mood 8 (9) -1

country 8 (21) -13..

hymns-gospel 7 (9) -2

classical 7 (6) +1

big band 5 (4) +1

blues 4 (2) +2

soul 3 (2) +1

new age 3 (2) +1

latin 2 (3) -I

Table 16. Percentage of Those Who Listen to Jazz Recordings and the Genre They "Like
Best." with National Average

jazz 21 (5) +16

no one type 17 (13) +4

rock 13 (14) -1

classical 7 (6) +1

mood 6 (9) -3

hynms. gospel 6 (9) -3

c... 6 I 2 h - 1 5

blocs 4 (2) +2

\ 1, 1 1, ,11 Rcport
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big band

new age

soul

4 (4) --

September 1994

3 (2) +1

Another way of examining the same data is to see what fraction of those who "like best" each
musical genre participate in jazz through attendance at jazz events or via the media. The
youthful dedicated fans of reggae, blues, and new age show a strong inclination to participate
in jazz in all forms.. The somewhat older izroups whose favorite music is opera, big band, soul.
classical, or musicals participate in jazz somewhat more than the average (although fans of soul
listen to a lot of jazz radio). Again, of the four largest aroups. rock fans participate at a
slightly below average rate, religious and mood fans somewhat below average, while country
fans participate hardly at all. Tables 17. 18. and 19 show the percentage of those who "like
best" a given genre. who participate in jazz through attendance, radio, and recordings.
respectively, compared with the national average for those activities.

Table 17. Percentage of Those Who "Like Best" a Genre and Attended a Jazz
Performance

jazz 44

reggae 28

blues --).;

new age 21

choral 16

no OnC type 15

opera 15

big band 14

sou: 13

musicals 13

classical 13

(avg: II)

tAk H)
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rock 10

ethnic 6

bluegrass

parade

Latin

6

5

4

country 3

Table 18. Percentage of Those Who "Like Best" a Genre and Listened to Jazz Radio

jazz 89

new aute 51

soul 48

blues 48

rettgae 46

opera 39

folk 38

no One type 35

big band 34

classical 33

choral
,..,.)-

(avg: 28)

roc k
16

musicals 24

mood 2

rap 23 -
%TA Draft Rcpiwt
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mnsigPspei

uegrass

Latin

'ethrik

parade

country

21

12

10

Table 19. Percentage Who "Liked Best" a Genre and Listened to Jazz R.ecordings

jazz 79

reggae 46

blues 35

new age 35

soul 30

folk 18

opera /7

no One t pe 26

choral 24

classical 24

rap -11-

big band 11--

(avg: 20)

rock 18

musicals 15

mood 14

hymns'ilospel 14

parade 11

vp....11)1,1111?,711)11
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Latin

bluegrass

ethnic
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Performers

The numbers of adult Americans who actually perform jazz rather than simply listening to it
are, not surprisMgly, quite modest. Approximately 1 .7% (or 3:2 million) reported "performing
or rehearaine jaiz.. Less than half of dicier Pirfoitieri (0.1%, ot tOilbriiiid or
rehearsed for a public performance. The 1982 SPPA reported approxirnately the same
percentage (0.8%) for public performance of jazz. Substantially larger numbers (4.2%, or 7.8
million) report performing classical music, although the percentar for public performance of
classical music (0.9%) is not much higher than that for jazz.

What are the demographic characteristics of jazz performers as a whole? They arc
predominantly male: the male/female ratio is roughly 60/40. They are predominantly white.
although blacks and Asians are somewhat more likely to perform jazz in private or in public
than white Americans. (The rates for performance are 2.2% for blacks. 2.9% for Asians. and
1.7% for white non-Hispanics: blacks comprise 15% of the jazz performers. Asians 5%.) They

are predominantly youthful. with 45% under age 35 and 71% under age 45. The highest rate
(2.5%) is reported for the 18-24 group (suggesting that many performers may be students).
followed by 35-44 (2.1%) and 25-34 (1.9%).

Inclination to perform rises steadily with education: over 3% of those with graduate education
perform jazz, and all those with at least some college education are more likely to perform .iazz

than the population as a whole. The correlation with income is much less clear. The highest
percentage comes with the $5000 or below group (2.7%) (again suggesting a significant
number of student performers). The next highest rates are for S15.000-25.000 (2%1 and over

550.000 (1.9%).

Demographic analysis of the tiny number of public performers is risky, because the sample is
so small. But the data suggest that the gender disparity widens further (a male:female ratio in
excess of 7:31. and that blacks are disproportionately represented (they comprise about 25%
of (he total number of public performers). They are somewhat less youthful(only aboul 30°.))

are under age 341 with the greatest concentration in the 35-44 range.

Not surprisingly, there is a strong correlation between performing jazz and attending jazz

pffformances. About 60% of jazz performers attend jazz performances; they make up 9()A, of

the attending audience. About 70% those who perform in public attend, a high percentage:
hut one that means that nearly a third of those who perform in public evidently do not count
their own performances. and did not attend performances of others.

\LA Rcport :;t)
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VI. Arts Education

Is there a correlation between music education and jazz participation? It should be
remembered, non, of alit that music education does not necessatily mean jazz edutation. Jazz
has ott* Tifton,' 'illiftiit titt a modestIpmfile as an Officially,sametionedl'arel amt boa made

only modest inroads into educational networks that remain overwhelmingly committed to the

European art tradition.

Nevertheless, the basic technical training for music performance designed for European music

has served well as a foundation for most varieties of American music, including jazz. The

image of the autodidact may loom large in jazz mythology, but the large majority of jazz
performers since at least the 1930s have been literate in Western musical notation, and most
have received some conventional training on their instrument. It is not surprising, therefore.
to learn that 93% of the jazz performers have at some time taken music lessons (as compared

with 40% of the population of the whole). Four percent of those who have taken music lessons
perform jazz (as compared with less. than 2% of the population). Moreover, those who have

taken music lessons attend jazz performances at a hitzbef rate (17%) than the national average
(11%). and comprise 61% of the audience.

Music appreciation courses, on the other hand, probably have a far more indirect relationship

to jazz pct. ..e. While many colleges and universities now offer courses in jazz history or
appreciation, the large majority focus on European music and include genres such as jazz only

as ancillary topics.

There is. in fact, a strong correlation between taking courses in music appreciation and jazz

participation. Although only 18% of the population as a whole has taken such courses. 40%

of jazz attenders and 62% of jazz performers have done so. This relationship, however.

probably reflects two factors: 11 the audience for jazz is considerably more educated than the

population as a whole, and therefore far more likely to take courses that are usually only
offered in institutions of higher education: and 2) the audience for jazz is more interested in
European art music than the population as a whole (about halt' of those who "like jazz" also
like classical music, and vice versa), and therefore is more inclined to take ,,ivantage of

opportunities to learn more ahout the subject.

IA 1).(it l?..1)(
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VII. Leispre Activities

On the whole, those adult Americans who attend jazz performances are more inclined io

lei/Ate in a variety of leisure activities. This is not ,sutprising, since participation in both
!eiute Is 'Midi* Va. Vet: '1The *thiltitt
favored by jaZZ attendert broadly inintir the poparation as a whole, with going to the movies
(84%), exercising (82%), and going to amusement parks (66%) leading the l;st. Substantial
increases over the national average were shown for all activities surveyed by the SPPA. The
two activities that showed the least increasesgardening and home improvementswere also
the only two activities strongly associated with older Americans. The highest rates of
participation came with the age grouping 35-64 for home improvements, 45-74 for
gardeningwell past the peak of jazz interest in the 25-44 group. Two of the activities that
showed the highest increase by jazz attenders. "participate in sports" and "attend sports events."
were also the most male-dominated in the population as a whole. Table 20 shows the
percentage of those attending jazz performances who also participated in nine surveyed leisure
activities, compared with the national average for those activities.

Table 20. Percentage of Those Attending Jazz Performances
Who Participated in Other Leisure Activities

Activity % jazz attenders % population increase

movies 84 59 +25

exercise 82 60 +22

amusement parks 66 50 +16

participate in sports 62 :;9 +23

gardening 61 55 + 6

attend sports events 59 37 +22

home improvements 57 48 + 9

charity work 51 33 +18

outdoor activities 50 34 +16

A l)r(l11 Rcport
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VIII. Conclusions

The decade from 1982-1992 has seen a crucial generational shift in jazz. Many of the giants
from the formative years of swing and modem jazz passed from the scene during this
ridifddirinng thOm TSAI* lints" Mbnk f9112)4'ebtMt fl1e (1980 Bermy Goodman (1984
Miles Davis (1991), and Dizzy Gillespie (1993). Their deaths Symbolize the end of an era, and
have caused some long-time observers of the jazz scene to wonder whether the links between
contemporary forms of music-making and the jazz tradition have become attenuated. "Jazz has
always lived not by the hipness of the public," writes Eric Hobsbawm, "but by what Cornel
West calls 'the network of apprenticeship.' the 'transmission of skills and sensibilities to new

practitioners.' The cords of this network are fraying. Some of them have snapped"'.

And yet the contemporary imat2e of jazzas exemplified by the new generation of performers
led by Wynton Marsalis. if not by Kenny Gis not only young, black, and hip, but fiercely
committed to ideals of tradition. artistic discipline, and education. Jazz is undergoing a historic
transition from a music embedded in popular culture (if carving out. an ironic stance to it) to

an official. if belatedly recognized, part of the art establishment. "Straii.tht-ahead jazz almost

died in the 1970s," wrote a correspondent for Time in 1990, "as record companies embraced
the electronically enhanced jazz-pop amalgam known as fusion. Now a whole generation of
prodigiously talented young musicians is going back to the roots, using acoustic instruments,
playing recognizable tunes and studying the styles of earlier jazzmen'''.

These two assessmentsone pessimistic and elegiac, the other optimistic and celebratorysum
up the ambiguous position of jazz as it approaches the end of the century. Compared to other
"official" arts. jazz still retains traces of its origins in popular culture: the relative youthfulness
of its audience and the associations with old (blues) and new trap. reggae) forms of African-
American music. But contemporary audiences are increasingly likely to encounter jazz in
settings carefully sealed off from the marketplace: college classrooms. PBS specials, concert

halls. As the new century nears, jazz %vill continue to compete with the European "classical"
tradition as the music of choice for the training of young musicians'. And knowledge of
jazz. its history. and its major performerswill increasingly he seen as a desirable outcome
of education. a crucial component of American "cultural capital."

Eric Hobshao,m, The Jazz 1.radition (New York: I'antheon Books. 1093),

Moms Sancton. "Horns of Plenty," lime 22 October lo()0, oci

According to sources quoted by James Lincoln Collier. n nm% rare bur a coil el2t.! or 11111%ersit not to have

a ja72 component to its music program; and more than half of Amirica's secondary schools have 4/2 programs.

Jan.: The American Neme Sone. LIS
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This presents advocates of jazzthose who wish to see it thrive as an American art
!Orinwith a peculiar challenge: to marshal the prestige and financial resources of the arts and
edueitiOnal estatAiShment on its behalf 'without endangering itS aPpeal to a Youthful, PO-
oriente& audience. Whether the current audience profile for jazz will persist into the future is
a kw qufg4* ja4 40041 4*14491741110 *Pedal piovince of *1 #0,900, the:OW*04
and the middle-aged9 or will it continue to be, as it is now, the favored music of the 25-44
age group, delicately balanced between the adolescent enthusiasm for pop music and the
considerably older audience for most other official arts? Will the African-American audience
continue to embrace jazzperhaps as its own officially sanctioned art? Or will jazz be
displaced by newer forms of vernacular African-American music that speak more directly to
current concerns and tastes? As jazz becomes more integrated into existing arts networks and
less associated with the insular, intense world of enthusiasts. will the imbalance in participation
between men and women gradually disappear?

These questions cannot be answered by the current survey: the information it contains can only
provide fuel for speculation. ..VRI yet fOr those who cherish jazz as a uniquely American for,n
of artistic expression, and who have some sense of the extraordinary path it has taken over the
past century. these figures cannot but help encouraae a feeling of optimism. The audience for
jazz is modest. but diverse and expandinu: in the language of market research. it "reaches all
demographics"' [or the foreseeable future. the music will continue to be heard.

Ntike shallot. 'I )11 1.11.4ci.' 9S ( I March 198(,).
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